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IRD DIGITAL TRAIN

What it’s all about
The business world is also a case of evolution like life, it is a survival of the 

fittest race. We can no longer deny the fact that technology has transformed 

the way business is being delivered globally from the retail sectors, hospitality 

to even the arts industry. Truly Digital transformation is the future, However it 

is true that most businesses are not leveraging available technology in their 

operations, some see it as just a trend, while some are just comfortable with 

their present operating capacity, while being afraid of the disruptive impact 

technology can have on their operations, so they’d rather play safe and stick 

with traditional methods.

The fact is many business owners would appreciate an informed and expertly 

guided walk into using the right and appropriate technologies for their 

business operations. This is because we live in an age of so many 

technologies, and the internet of things where it’s easy to get lost in a bid to 

find the right technology that’d take your brand to the next level. 

This is where IRD Train Thrives, It’s a 3 Months program designed to help 

you through this journey of digital transformation for your brand. IRD Train 

takes your brand through the digital world and we innovate with you to 

understand your operating needs as well as your customers needs and we 

use appropriate technology to set up a sustainable IT system and solutions 

for your brand . We also train your staffs how to use this systems if applicable. 

Click Here To 

Sign Up



How Can IRD 
Train Help You
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A Design Thinking Innovation workshop which will help guide us 
through which technology is appropriate for your brand and it’s 
expected Impact.

Informed Digital Assistant from industry experts who will help you 
through this process.

Everything Your brand needs digitally from our portfolio will be 
delivered, from needed App, website, interface, design, payment 
gateway, online shop, brand awareness, to operational systems .

Staff training for effective use of these IT systems and applications 

IRD train also ensures desired targets are met through periodic 
feedbacks after program.

Click Here To 
Sign Up



IRD is an Innovation, research and web/app development brand. We 

thrive in creating digital solution for our clients businesses, so that they 

can constantly and effectively exceed the expectations of  their clients. 

Our professional life cycle has been one of  top and landmark digital 

delivery. We uphold a standard of  delivering visible, attractive, 

responsive and easily accessible systems while always putting our 

clients first and always exceeding their expectations. We are a growing 

firm with presence in Nigeria, South Africa and U.S.A 

1. ABOUT US: IRD Lab  



SUB GOAL 1:Up to date course materials

SUB GOAL 2: Diagnostics of your 
organizational IT needs,  requirements and 

implementation of the right capacity 
development solutions.

SUB GOAL 3: Solutions that addresses 
relevant organizational challenges and facilitates 

operational changes.
. 

SUB GOAL 4: Creative, Fun, hands-on, 
energetic and educational IT experience 

relevant to your needs.
. 

PROGRAM 

GOALS AND 

OBJECTIVES



1. The Innovation 
Workshop Phase, Using 

Design Thinking Tool

IT Systems delivery and 
Personnel training for 

effective use

Our work is divided into Three (3) Phases:

Post project feedback and 
project review stage



Why Design Thinking

Workshop

Get a modern 

PowerPoint  

Presentation 

that is 

beautifully 

designed. 

Design Thinking enables you to create and deliver 

innovative ideas, change and solutions to complicated 

problems. It is an activity-based process with a strong 

emphasis on teamwork and co-creation. 

In this era of constant digital disruptions which are informed 

by advancement in Technologies such as augmented reality, 

data science, digital marketing, artificial intelligence, 

machine learning. We believe that the essence of this 2 days 

training is to creatively understand the needs of your firm 

and its customers and use the appropriate digital 

technologies to drive a sustainable solution for your brand.

Click Here To 

Sign Up



Offered 
Tech Tools
List
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We’d use the following IT tools to help 
digitally transform your brand.  

The Goal of IRD Train is to select the 
appropriate technology tools or systems 
needed to improve your brand’s 
operations and help you set it up, with a 
sustainable management system.

Click Here To 

Sign Up























Website, Mobile Development and 

Content Creation.



Development 

Framework

Development Environment, Hosting and Data 

Management

In order to facilitate the rapid development and deployment 

of  a needed website, IRD Lab  will setup a development 

server, While Using provided hosting service or our 

recommended hosting network (Bluehost,siteground). We 

will ensure top Network Management, Managed Backup, 

and  Managed Firewall. 

Information Architecture and Search Engine

Optimization

Our focus in this phase is to make content easily navigable 

and accessible. We  will ensure that your website is built in 

such a way that search engines will be able to read your 

content. We do this by following best practices that allow us 

to maximize the presence of your website in the major search 

engines like Google, Yahoo, and Bing.

Graphic and User Interface Design

Here we develop the graphical interface that will 

represent your brand on the web and the  mechanisms 

through which the end user will navigate and interact with 

the site. We will  implement multiple rounds of revisions 

to create a unique and powerful design.



Development 

Framework

Programming, Customization and 

Templating

During this phase, IRD Lab will customize the base 

technologies that were selected in the design phase. 

This includes some amount of custom programming. 

In addition, during this phase we will merge the 

graphical design with the functionality by creating a 

responsive action templates

Testing and Launching

Thorough testing is an integral part of IRD Lab  

approach to website development and one of the final 

phases. We test the Internet-based systems we develop 

for browser compatibility, HTML syntax and CSS 

validation, and functional operation and accuracy. 

Each of these different test areas enable us to ensure 

that the systems we develop are bug-free, meet client 

expectations and fulfill end users’ functional needs. 

The will be done across various devices and browsers 

before launch.
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The big data knows everything.



The science of analyzing raw data in order to 
make conclusions about that information
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Simulations  & Modelling is to develop data utilized 
for managerial or technical decision making

02

This is the science of getting computers to act 
without being explicitly programmed.

03

This is a graphic representation of data and 
information mainly used today as a business 
intelligence (BI) reporting tool.
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Data analytics is the science of analyzing raw 
data in order to deduce conclusions about 
that information. Many of the techniques and 
processes of data analytics have been 
automated into mechanical processes and 
algorithms that work over raw data for human 
consumption. 
Data analytics techniques can reveal trends 
and metrics that would otherwise be lost in 
the mass of information. This information can 
then be used to optimize processes to 
increase the overall efficiency of a business or 
system. 



A data-driven approach enables companies, and individuals to 
examine and organize their data with the goal of better serving 
their customers, and consumers. Being data-driven means 
using facts, metrics, and data to guide strategic business 
decisions that align with your goals, objectives, and initiatives. 
When organizations realize the full value of their data, that 
means everyone is empowered to make better decisions with 
data, every day. However, this is not achieved by simply 
choosing the appropriate analytics technology to identify the 
next strategic opportunity.

An Overview of what is 
happening in your 

Business

Why is it happening What is Possible to 
happen in the nearest 

future

What do I need to do



The Industries that have adopted the use of data analytics include the travel and hospitality 
industry, Retail and Technology where turnarounds can be quick. This industries do collect 

customer data and figure out where the problems, if any, lie and how to fix them. 
Healthcare combines the use of high volumes of structured and unstructured data and uses 
data analytics to make quick decisions. Similarly, the retail industry uses copious amounts of 
data to meet the ever-changing demands of shoppers. The information retailers collect and 

analyze can help them identify trends, recommend products, and increase profits.



Simulation & Modelling  is used to predict (forecast) 
the future behavior of a system, and determine what 
you can do to influence that future behavior.

Data Simulation sheds light on the underlying 
mechanisms that control the behavior of a person or 
system. 



• With simulation modeling, you can acquire an understanding of how your manufacturing 
operations will be affected as a result of a variable, such as bad weather, a worker strike, a 
political crisis in a country that supplies raw materials, and others. This is valuable information 
for decision-makers, executives, and shareholders who are examining project proposals and 
changes to their existing systems.

• You can simulate many different things. From business operations to training aircraft 
pilots, there is no shortage of existing and potential applications for simulation systems. 
When it comes to simulation modeling, you can employ it to capture insights in mining, 
manufacturing, retail, supply chain management, logistics, and many others. It’s 
industry agnostic and applicable to countless use-cases.

• Though you want insights spanning months or years into the future, you cannot afford to 
wait that long to get them. With simulation modeling, you can acquire information about 
the long-term — e.g., 12 months — relatively quickly, e.g., within 1 day.



The term "agent" here means equipment, 
people, or practically anything else which can 
impact the processes of an organization. For 
example, think of the impact a new machine 

can have on the overall production of a 
manufacturing unit. Agent-Based simulation 

software can help you in extracting the 
accurate insights and responding smartly.

The discrete event type of simulation software 
helps in detecting the specific events that 

occur due to your specific business process. 
For example, the increase in leads was due to 

a new advertisement of your company 
published. This type of simulation software 

can be used for a diverse range of 
organizations to help them scale and stay 

competitive.

System dynamics doesn't refer to the new 
product launch or any other event having an 
impact on the profitability of the business. It 

refers to the entire system, which can affect the 
processes of an organization. For example, 

simulation tools based on system dynamics can 
foresee the consequences of discontinuing a 

product line on the overall business.

A new project implemented or a change in a 
process has an impact on the profitability of a 
business. This type of simulation software is 
built on mathematical models which identify 

the potential risks and uncertainties using 
probability distributions. It gives a complete 

understanding of the future possible threats to 
your business in case of a new idea or project 

is executed.



Easy of Use Quick Results Integration

Input Flexibility Graphical 
Presentation

Reports & 
Analytics



Machine Learning
Algorithms that Improve automatically through experience



LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET,
CU USU AGAM INTEGRE IMPEDIT.

Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence (AI)
focused on building applications that learn from data and
improve their accuracy over time without being
programmed to do so. Machine learning is used in internet
search engines, email filters to sort out spam, websites to
make personalised recommendations, banking software to
detect unusual transactions, and lots of apps on our phones
such as voice recognition.
In data science, an algorithm is a sequence of statistical
processing steps. In machine learning, algorithms are
'trained' to find patterns and features in massive amounts of
data in order to make decisions and predictions based on
new data. The better the algorithm, the more accurate the
decisions and predictions will become as it processes more
data.



Banks and other businesses 
in the financial industry use 

machine learning 
technology for two key 

purposes: to identify 
important insights in data, 

and prevent fraud. The 
insights can identify 

investment opportunities, or 
help investors know when to 

trade. 

Websites recommending 
items you might like based 
on previous purchases are 
using machine learning to 

analyze your buying 
history. Retailers rely on 

machine learning to capture 
data, analyze it and use it to 

personalize a shopping 
experience, implement a 

marketing campaign & price 
optimization.

Machine learning is a fast-
growing trend in the health 
care industry, thanks to the 
advent of wearable devices 

and sensors that can use 
data to assess a patient's 

health in real time. The 
technology can also help 
medical experts analyze 

data to identify trends or red 
flags that may lead to 

improved diagnoses and 
treatment.

Analyzing data to identify 
patterns and trends is key to 
the transportation industry, 

which relies on making 
routes more efficient and 

predicting potential 
problems to increase 
profitability. The data 
analysis and modeling 

aspects of machine learning 
are important tools to 
delivery companies.



DATA VISUALIZATION
Information to visuals

Data visualization is the graphical representation 
of information and data. By using visual elements 
like charts, graphs, and maps, data visualization 
tools provide an accessible way to see and 
understand trends, outliers, and patterns in data. 
In the world of Big Data, data visualization tools 
and technologies are essential to analyze 
massive amounts of information and make data-
driven decisions.



Data visualization takes the 
information from different markets 
to give you insights into which 
audiences to focus your attention 
on and which ones to stay away 
from. We get a clearer picture of 
the opportunities within those 
markets by displaying this data on 
various charts and graphs.

Looking at value and risk metrics 
requires expertise because, 
without data visualization, we must 
interpret complicated 
spreadsheets and numbers. Once 
information is visualized, we can 
then pinpoint areas that may or 
may not require action.

While this seems like an obvious 
use of data visualization, it is also 
one of the most valuable 
applications. It’s impossible to 
make predictions without having 
the necessary information from the 
past and present. Trends over time 
tell us where we were and where 
we can potentially go.
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Reasons For Data Warehousing

❖Data warehousing is the electronic storage of a large amount of information by a business or organization.

❖ A data warehouse is designed to run query and analysis on historical data derived from transactional 

sources for business intelligence and data mining purposes.

❖Data warehousing is used to provide greater insight into the performance of a company by comparing data 

consolidated from multiple heterogeneous sources



Cloud Security Methods 

Cloud security is the protection of data stored online via cloud computing platforms from 
theft, leakage, and deletion.
Cloud security is a key concern for cloud storage providers. They not only must satisfy 
their customers; they also must follow certain regulatory requirements for storing 
sensitive data such as credit card numbers and health information. Third-party audits of 
a cloud provider’s security systems and procedures help ensure that users’ data is safe. 
Major threats to cloud security include data breaches, data loss, account hijacking, 
service traffic hijacking, insecure application program interfaces (APIs), poor choice of 
cloud storage providers, and shared technology that can compromise cloud security. 

Security method where information is 
encoded and can only be accessed or 
decrypted by a user with the correct 
encryption key

A virtual private network, which protects 
your identity and browsing activity from 
hackers, and unwanted agencies

A network security system that monitors and 
controls incoming and outgoing network 
traffic based on predetermined security rules

A peripheral device used to gain access to 
an electronically restricted resource or data.



Cloud Analytics
Cloud analytics is the use of remote public or private computing resources—known as the cloud—to 
analyze data on demand. Cloud computing analytics helps streamline the business intelligence process 
of gathering, integrating, analyzing, and presenting insights to enhance business decision making.

• Cloud analytics implies a quicker time to value, agility, 
and the pervasive use of analytics across your company, 
meaning more employees make timely data-driven 
decisions, which is a vital component of a company’s 
success.

• As data volumes are growing exponentially, 
We believe that the cloud is the future of data 
analytics

Public cloud is the cheapest 
way to conduct cloud 
analysis, as infrastructure 
costs are split among cloud 
tenants, with shared data 
centres and hardwares.

A private cloud is physically 
located either at your own data 
center or at a cloud provider’s 
site with hardware and 
software dedicated to your 
company solely. 

This works by keeping some 
parts of an analytics solution 
(for example, a storage of 
sensitive data) in the private 
cloud and the rest in the public 
cloud



Task Management Tools01

Document Collaboration Tools02

Virtual  Meeting Tools03

CRM Tools04





Meet deadlines 
and set targets

Ensure teams and 
individuals are 
being utilized in 
the correct ways

Helps you stay 
organized

Work efficiently 
and reduce waste



Task management tools address a general 
need to organize, prioritize and visualize work. 
Through analysis, you learn how to get things 
done in more effective ways.

Task management tools are basically used to create or to keep a track of the project or 

tasks within the project.

Manual Task 
Management

Electronic Task 
Management

Online Task
Management

It can handle workflow 
management for any project. It 

has features of messaging, 
Calendar sync, due date 
reminders, time tracking, 

Graphs & Insights, and Forms.

This is a comprehensive project 
management solution. Teams 
can plan, track and collaborate 
online effectively with chart 
reports, forums, timers, chat and 
much more

With Asana, team activities like 
sharing files, task assignments, 

project progress tracking, 
receiving notifications, 

updates, and comments, etc
are much easier.

Basecamp is an easy to use 
tool for task/project 
planning, scheduling, and 
tracking. Everything from 
tools, to-dos, messages, 
files, 



These are Platforms that allows multiple people 
edit or contribute to a document, with the goal 
of creating single final version through 
collaboration. Collaborative documents may be 
word processing or text documents, 
spreadsheets, presentations, images, PDFs, 
videos, or maps.



Document collaboration 
tools, like any other widely 
adopted software platform, 
are always growing and 
improving. Here are the 
most popular solutions:

✓ Microsoft Office 365
✓ Quip
✓ Dropbox Paper
✓ Google Docs (initially 

developed as Writely)
✓ Google Slides
✓ Google Sheets
✓ Microsoft SharePoint



Productivity can be compromised when sharing files via email or as paper copies. Editing gets complicated if more 
than one person wants to be involved. Online document management allows participants to upload their files and 
have multiple parties examining the information at once. 

Collaboration often results in some of the best ideas – so why do we choose technologies that 
force us to work in a silo Email can be isolating and result in duplication of efforts due to everyone 
independently making their own changes and then sharing them with the group. 

Trust the protection of your documents to the experts, 
those that have servers in secure locations online 
designed to handle catastrophe, or sudden file loss.

Business is more flexible than 9-5, That’s why you 
need to know that you can access your documents 
whenever and wherever you need them. 





Customer relationship management

Customer relationship management is the process of managing interactions 
with existing as well as past and potential customers. It is one of many different 
approaches that allow a company to manage and analyse its own interactions 

with its past, current and potential customers.



The goal is simple: Improve business relationships to grow your business. A CRM system 

helps companies stay connected to customers, streamline processes, and improve 

profitability.

Offers a lightweight and simple 

solution for SMBs that want to get 

up and running quickly. Sensible 

pricing tiers, an AI assistant, and 

customization options make it 

even more appealing

Zoho CRM does a great job of 

delivering an excellent feature 

mix at a competitive price as 

well as integration with a long 

list of compatible Zoho

products

This pioneering platform excels 

with a stellar feature set as well 

as an ever-widening set of 

innovations, including AI, and 

ease of interoperability with a 

long list of Salesforce partners. 

Aimed at small businesses, 

the platform has a freemium 

model as well as a range of 

add-ons. With these, it can 

evolve into an end-to-end 

martech solution for SMBs. 

A CRM tool lets you store customer and 
prospect contact information, identify sales 
opportunities, record service issues, and 
manage marketing campaigns, all in one central 
location — and make information about every 
customer interaction available to anyone at your 
company who might need it.

Without a common platform for customer 
interactions, communications can be missed or 
lost in the flood of information, leading to a slow 
or unsatisfactory response. Even if you do 
successfully collect all this data, you’re faced 
with the challenge of making sense of it





Our Team

Samuel Edet ( WBG- Africa Fellow)

Samuel Edet is an economist and 
data scientist with research interests 

in innovation economics and 
network science. His current 

research work focuses on economic 
complexity, network structure and 
innovation dynamics in global and 

non-global cities. Samul is currently 
a Phd. Fellow in Economics at the 
Analysis For Complex Economic 

Systems (AXES) research 
department of management, strategy 

and innovation (MSI), ku Leuven 
(Belfium).   He is an Economist 

fellow at the international finance 
corporation (IFC), the private sector 

arm of the World Bank Group.

Prior to his Ph.D, Samuel got a 
Masters in Mathematical Sciences 
from the university of Cape Town, 

South Africa.

Oyewole Oluwatofunmi

A strategic focused, results-
driven entrepreneurial executive 

with many years of C-level 

success. Experienced in raising 
capital, starting-up companies and 
building supply chains, 

transforming them into a highly 
profitable, dynamic brands. She 
Graduated from the Prestigious 
University of Ife.  She provides 
leadership, management and 
vision necessary to ensure that 
the company has the proper 
operational controls, 
administrative and reporting 
procedures, and people systems 
in place to effectively grow the 
organization and to ensure 

financial strength and operating 
efficiency

Anthony G. Otun, M.F.M (IT Lead
IRD Lab)

Otun Anthony is a programmer and 
digital designer with experience in 

extracting and analysing data, creating 
comprehensive analytical reporting 

using statistical methodologies. He has 
good understanding of the concepts 

related to object-oriented 
programming and with database 

systems. He has a bachelor’s degree in 
Industrial Mathematics at the Federal 
University of Technology, Akure and 

a master’s degree in Financial 
Mathematics at the University of 

Ibadan. He has worked  with Global 
Innovation Firms to assist in providing 
solutions to client’s problems, assisting 

in formulating growth strategies, 
Business model innovation, complex 

feasibility studies and Digital Solutions 
in this age of digital disruptions. 

Victor O. Akhimien (MBA, 
Pharm.D)

Experienced business developer, 
passionate about delivering goals 

creatively and achieving innovative 
results. He loves transffering ideas 
and negotiating. Brokering strategic 
win-win business deals gives me joy. 
I believe in creating opportunities 
and I have an eye for good talent

He has been in the Telecom 
industry for over 12 years with very 
strong track record in leading teams 
to win. He worked in Airtel Nigeria 

as Regional Head (GM), West 
Region, where I drove the total sales 

operations of through various 
channel partners. Before this, He 
was National Head of Corporate 

Sales, Airtel Enterprise Department. 
Before that, He worked at 

Globacom Ltd for 7yrs where I left 
as Regional Head
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What we require from you

1. Letter of Interest

2. Scope of Engagement Agreement

3. An engagement letter to us. 

4. Room with at least two white boards

5. Two deciders: Senior executives with deep understanding of the

problem

6. Innovation Team (from various departments of your 

organization)  Minimum number required 5 and Maximum 20.

7. Financial Agreement with 70% down payment required to 

initialize the project
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Sample of our Global Clients



IRD Lab

22 Monatan, Ibadan

Off Iwo Road, 

Oyo State.

www.irdworld.com, 
+234-810-5909-858

info@irdworld.com

For more information, 

please contact:

Anthony G. Otun, M.F.M
C.E.O, 

IRD Lab, Nigeria 

Tony@irdworld.com

+2348138496600, 

+2347031945257
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http://www.irdworld.com/

